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HxGN NetWorks Comms | Route Analyzer
Exceptional service delivery relies on resilient and 
diverse optical infrastructure in both distribution 
and transmission (backbone) telecommunications 
networks. Today’s customers typically expect 
service level agreements (SLA) that include 99.99% 
scheduled uptime.

Such high availability requires diverse and alternate 
paths between network nodes to enable rerouting when 
a fault occurs on the main path. Another consideration 
when minimizing risk is to also minimize or eliminate 
single points of failure (SPOFs) on diverse routes 
whenever possible. Having diverse routes with no SPOF 
is especially important on backbone networks due to the 
greater customer impact if an incident disrupts circuits.

HxGN NetWorks Comms | Route Analyzer allows 
telecommunications companies to explore which 
options work best for customers, while offering the best 
diversity, at the lowest cost, all while avoiding SPOFs. It is 
part of the HxGN NetWorks Comms suite – an advanced 
telecommunications GIS that provides location-based 
information and tools for the complete lifecycle of civil 
infrastructure and fiber network management.

Route Analyzer provides tools for network designers, 
analysts and engineers to: 

• Optimize network investments: Identify 
diverse paths between network nodes, allowing 
the visualization of the shortest, most cost-
effective path

• Ensure SLA-defined availability levels: 
Pinpoint alternate paths while minimizing or 
eliminating SPOFs

• Analyze existing and planned infrastructure, 
as defined by users: Find potential alternate 
routes along existing cables with free fibers, or 
with new cable along existing underground or 
aerial infrastructure

• Specify buffer zones around main routes: Where 
possible, avoid building diverse routes within the 
buffer (any route within the buffer has a high 
chance of being a SPOF)

https://hexagon.com/


Features
• Route finder: Automatically generate paths 

between two points of the network to show 
ideal connections  

• Diverse paths generator: Generate diverse 
paths to avoid primary paths between the same 
locations with closest acceptance buffer zone 

• SPOF finder: Detect SPOFs between primary and 
diverse paths when overlapping in a set buffer and 
display them on a map

• Intuitive settings panel: Define calculation 
method and shortest or most cost-effective 
routes; define costs for each feature, e.g., 
cable, dock, inner dock path or wire; use existing 
infrastructure (trenches, fiber ducts and more) as 
defined by user 

• Algorithm-based decision-making: Choose 
routes based on weighted variables, e.g., 
importance of cost, buffer zone exclusion, etc.

The primary path, diverse path and SPOFs are displayed in HxGN NetWorks Comms | Route Analyzer.
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Hexagon is the global leader in digital reality solutions, combining sensor, software and autonomous technologies. We are putting data to work 
to boost efficiency, productivity, quality and safety across industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, public sector, and mobility applications. 
Our technologies are shaping production and people-related ecosystems to become increasingly connected and autonomous – ensuring a 
scalable, sustainable future.  

Hexagon’s Safety, Infrastructure & Geospatial division improves the resilience and sustainability of the world’s critical services and infrastructure. 
Our solutions turn complex data about people, places and assets into meaningful information and capabilities for better, faster decision-making in 
public safety, utilities, defense, transportation and government. Learn more at hexagon.com and follow us @HexagonAB.
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